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Abstract - Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) imaging
combined with unsupervised clustering method, such as
k-means, achieves a real histology of human tissues. This
technique has been successfully applied to diagnose different cancers. However, the clustering methods used in
spectral histology are local search algorithms, i.e. these
methods converge to a local optimum. Metaheuristics are
effective methods to overcome this problem and to reach
the optimal solution.
In this work, we propose a genetic algorithm for the
optimal clustering of FTIR images of normal human
colon tissues. The obtained results show the efficiency of
the proposed genetic algorithm to retrieve more precisely
than k-means the structures of normal colon.
Index Terms - Image Processing, Signal Processing,
Optical imaging.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) imaging is a technique
used to measure the absorption of light by a sample.
This technique acquires the IR spectra of the bioactive
molecules, giving an overall molecular information of
the sample, in a non-destructive and non-invasive manner
without staining or marking. By FTIR spectroscopy, the
structural and metabolic changes in cells and tissues can
be detected. This technique has been successfully applied
to diagnose different cancers, such as esophageal, stomach
and colorectal cancers [1].
FTIR imaging is a recent extention of FTIR spectroscopy
for the mapping of samples. This technology provides a
data cube, composed of two spatial and one spectral dimensions. Each pixel of a FTIR image is a IR spectrum
containing information characterizing the molecular composition of the tissue in that point. Applied to human tissue
sections and associated with unsupervised clustering methods such as k-means, IR spectral imaging carries out an
authentic spectral histology since different tissue structures
can be determined according to their biomolecular composition. This approach has recently been applied for different types of tissues, such as colon, skin and cervix [2].
SESSIONS POSTER NON THÉMATISÉES

However, unsupervised clustering methods are local search
methods that converge to a local optimum and depend on
initialization. In this work, we propose a genetic algorithm
to estimate a global optimum for the spectral histology of
human normal colon.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
II.1. FTIR imaging and processing
Five formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tissue blocks of
normal zones were prepared from a colon part surgically
removed from five patients with a colon cancer. For each
tissue block, two consecutive 6µm thick slices were cut
with a microtome. The first slice was mounted onto a
calcium fluoride (CaF2 ) window. The second slice was
mounted on a glass window and stained by Hematoxylin
and Eosin (HE) for conventional histological analysis. For
data preprocessing, three steps are applied. First, atmospheric correction was performed on each FTIR image by
Spectrum Image software to remove water vapor and CO2
contributions. Second, the spectral range was limited to the
900 - 1800 cm−1 fingerprint. Third, the spectra were numerically corrected from paraffin signal and baseline, and
normalized using Extended Multiplicative Signal Correction (EMSC) method.
II.2. Genetic algorithm for the clustering of FTIR images
For most of combinatorial optimization problems, which
are NP-hard, it is very difficult to find the optimal solution especially for large-scale problems. Indeed, the exact
methods require a lot of memory and take a lot of run time.
It is thus necessary for practitioners to use methods providing a (sub) optimal solution within a reasonable time, such
as metaheuristics.
In this work, we propose a genetic algorithm (GA), whose
fitness is the objective function of k-means, to achieve the
IR spectral histology of human normal colon. The initial
phase of our algorithm is to randomly construct P chromosomes. Each chromosome is represented by a vector
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Figure 1: (a) HE stained image of tissue where the muscularis mucosae, the crypts, the lamina propria, and the submucosa
are respectively annotated by numbers (1), (2), (3) and (4). (b) k-means partition with k = 7 (fitness = 307.3424). (c) GA
partition with k = 7 (fitness = 299.3287). (d) Fitness variation of GA between the best solution in first population (fitness =
306.9284) and the last population (fitness = 299.3287).
of integers (genes) which represent the class to which belongs each spectrum. Next, three phases are applied iteratively. During the first phase, each chromosome is represented on a wheel by a portion proportional to the value
obtained after applying an exponential scaling to its fitness.
P/2 homogeneous random draws are made on the wheel
leading to the selection of P/2 chromosomes (the parents).
In the second step, P/2 multiple crossovers are made. In
fact, two parents, selected randomly, swap a part of their
genes between two points selected randomly. At the end of
the second stage, P/2 children are produced. During the
third step, each chromosome has a probability p of mutation. When a chromosome is chosen, two genes (from two
different classes) are selected and exchanged. At the end
of these phases, a new population, constitued by P/2 chromosomes selected in the first step and P/2 chromosomes
obtained after application of crossover and mutation, is obtained. The three steps are repeated M times.

clustering method such as k-means. The different structures of the human normal colon and the heterogeneity of
the lamina propria are detected by GA. However, the computational time is greater for the GA. One way of overcoming this problem is to hybridize GA with a local search
method to accelerate the convergence to a global optimum.

III. RESULTS
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After tests, we set the parameters of our algorithm as follows : P = 100, M = 50, p = 0.1.
Our results show on 5 different sections that our GA provides a better clustering than k-means, compared to the reference image. Figure 1 shows an example. The crypts are
more precisely defined in Figure 1 (c) (red cluster) than
Figure 1 (b) (green cluster). Also, the solution given by the
GA is able to reveal the heterogeneity of the lamina propria by representing two classes in Figure 1 (c) (cyan and
orange clusters) instead of one in Figure 1 (b) (red cluster).
The comparison of fitness between k-means (307.3424)
and GA (299.3287) confirms the better quality of the solution provided by GA.
IV. DISCUSSION-CONCLUSION
Applied on FTIR images of human normal colon, the proposed GA estimates more precise results than a classic

In conclusion, the spectral histology is an innovative technique that proposes an alternative for conventional histology. For optimal classification, a genetic algorithm was
proposed. The results show that genetic algorithm is effective to optimally detect all structures of human normal colon tissue and their heterogeneity unlike k-means
method.
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